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Teacher's Guide

This module is ttgned to be uoed as follower

1. It may be used with a pretest, as sug-
gested in the testing proceduir.

With the entire class 'as ofie group.2,

3.
4.

Individualised studenttactivities.

Groupe of stUdents interested in the
sane section of the couhtry.

,? 5. Teacher *election of a.group mithod, of
their.own choosing.

Contained in this moiules

1. Acetate grid
2. A paper protractor
3. Metric chart and table
4. Motel rate dhart
5. Temperature chart
6. Number lines.

Teacher must provider.

I. Ruler
2, Paper'Olips
3. Scissors
4. Cane score sheets
5. Folding road map.

Tine Sqhedule

During field testing, this module took
average of fifty-minute clans

period to complete.

.
3

an

ObAntiVes
ta. '

lan:111/7attical

and
1. To Introduce the student to

concepte.involvied while p
\!xecuting a trip.

2. To emphasize the mastery of
operations of arithmetic,

\3*

theifour basic,

To encourage research necessary to plan a
trip by auto or air.

4. To build foundation for adequate planning
and execution of ritrip.

asnin
.The authors suggest that a film on travel or
personal slides and pictures begin the unit,
in hopes of serving as a activating force and
showing practical applications of mathematics
in travel.

.This module is primarily designed to focus on
two' main areass graphing and asp reading. Graph-
ing entails_the use of bar, line, awl circle
graphs, the x and y asses theicoordinato plane
and ordered pairs. Nap reading includes conver-
sion tables, approximations, devising scales,
and perhaps even learning to refold a folding

maP. .
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TESTING PROCEDURE

halal&

1.. The protest is used only as a moans of
introduction, andsuccessful or unsuccess-
ful completion does net dtermine prior
preparation.

2. The pretest I. used only as a pre4ew of
topice.to be introduced in the module..

3. .The pretekt ie for a. self-evaluation for
the studeat to crystalize learning.

WW1
1. The posttest checks to see if the student

is able to successfully complete the ob-
jectives established to plan a trip.

2. It is suggested that the posttest be i
take-home test with at least two or three,
days allowed for research. The experience
of this typ* of test in.mathematics, al-
though different, may ?rove interesting to
the student.

Answers to Pretest

1. 360 degrees

2. 33 1/3%

3. 1.1 yd.

4, About $45 each

5. Answers will vary.

6. Answers will vary.

7. 17.40

;)

TG-2

BACKGROUND NOTES

(For Dards A).
4

4

The numbers which follow correspond to the
activity cards and give brief background notes
on the activities.

0

1. This activity pertains to map ,reading with
Text/eau attention to meridians and para-
llels. Students shoUld recognize where the
divilions are located and whetherthadiv-
ision is in degrees or time. Any large United
States map will suffice.

2. (a) This activity is a continuation of map
reading with destination of particular cgcmdi-
natesiofvrandom cities. The activity involves

help in pp
estimati;g, consequentl students may requi

roximating div ons.
re

0

(b) This actlxity gets into coordinate pairs,
where parallels reprement the first component
of a coordinate pair and meridians represent'
the second .component.

3. (a) The idea'of the nueber line ii introduced
or reviewed with manipulativea. It may be
IlelpfUl to point out some 900 angles as examples.

(b) The cOordinate planets presented as two
number lines with the locations and signs of the-
four quadrants.

The importance af order in coordinate pairs is
emphasized because the activity asks for the

)coordinates of specific cities indicated. Para-
Pellets may need some explanation. The grid
for the worksheet is designed for first quadrant
points only.

.'n U. of DM L



5. Row coordinate pairs are determined by the
origin is the notion of this activity.

6, All four quadrants are irvolved as students
desightte quadrants for parttcular cities.
Teachers should see if students are getting
theditidea of quadrants just from óba9fving
Coordinate pairs.

.

7. This activity requires reseaxch or acceseto
a current reference such as encyclopedia,
dictionary, eta. Some examples which depict
descending order could be.usel.

Rovnding numbers using whatever guides the_
teacher prefers could help when estimating.

8; Concerns estimatIng distances-using various
means such as push-pins and string, rulers
or other linear measurers, etc.

Airlines basicallrfollow straight routes
(no streets, durves,.corners, et.4) and that
is similar to what measuring in the first
problem would have been, when measuring the
shortest distance between two points and

. getting a straight line. Reading a table is
also included.

9. -The first bar graphs are presented to show
differentotays of representing data.

10. This activity tries to involve the idea of
the.ease of comparing data sometimes, when
the data I. in ths form of bar 'graphs. It
may be helpful to explain Eow graphs are
pictortalAievices. The students should use
the same company for all five cities, if
poesibl,J. This activity gets at the simple

development of the formula for finding

40

percebtagess

4 Amount Savect
Amount of first class

11. 'This activity is to stress
of bar graphs.

12...Capering two sets of data
, get information about tooth

(

X 100 % saved

the construction

on sime graph to
sats.

13. Student has to determine what must 'oe included,
used, or necessary to specify cost per silo.

( cost from nver )
actual miles

14. Acttvity employs the use of graphs to answer
, questions and help solve problems.

,

- 15. Teachers should emphasise that when converting
hours to minutes, minutes to.hours, or'combina-

:) . tions of the two, that computations must be
,t. dons in on, or the other, ice., they cannot

compute with unlike terms. To find time when
given number of miles and miles-per...hour (the
speed), the miles are reduced and you are left
with hours.

:;-3

Time zones in relation to travel are involved
in this activity.

a 73 u of DML



,
ALOSHEET
.(Section.A)

A-1 Degree (Top) A-6c
Time (Bottom)

A-2c City A
New Orleans 30 .

9°Si Francisco 38 122
Anchorage 62 150 62, 150 -

Seattle 47 122 47, 122
London 50 50, 0
jullanehaab 62 45 62, 45
Monroyi&

, 7 10 7, 10

1. Vertical 6. Bottom
2. Horizontal .

7. Center
3. Top 8, Center
4, Left. 9. (0, 0)
5. Rtght

A-4a 1. Fourth
2, Second
3. Third
4. First and third
5. First and eecond

Secomd and third6.

7. First and fourth
8. Third and fourth

A-5c Denver (12, 13)
Sal Fran. (0, 14)
Reno (2.5, 15)
Dallas (17.5, 6.5)
Browns (17, .25)

New Orleans (23, 4)
St. Louis (22, 12)
Minnesota (20, 17.5)
Chicago r.3.5,(15)
Atlanta 27, 8)

Spokane
Poxtlani
Las Vegas
Helena
Amarillo

....Sioux Falls

Dallas
Houston
Chicago
Nashville
Detroit
Buffalo
Norfolk
Miaai

1

:1124. 1;i

.11. -2)
-7, 6)
-2, -5)

I;: ;i

2, 10)
8, 1)

(9,
(10, 2
(14, 3
(16, -2)
(16, -12)

-21, 8)s

-23, 7)
-20, -2)
-16, 6)

41, -5)
43, 3)

(-7. -7)
1-7, -10)
-1, ;1

1,

(5, 3
(7, -2)
(7, -12)

Yes. Yes, it was changed.

k,

A-7a Answers will vary depending upon source and
year.

Atlas, 1972

.New York 7,900,000
'Chicago 3,400,000
Los Angeles 2,800,000
Philadelphia 1,900,000
Detroit 1,500,000
Houston 1,200,000
Baltimore 900,000
Dallas oo
Washington, D
Cleveland

egr00,0.0 8
800.000

1 1
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A-8a Atlanta 1208
aoston 1766
Memphis 880
Seattle 1020
San Diego 840

YO3, it is the actual mileage.

A-9a Answers will vary, depending upon start-
xig and cities selected.

A-40a Answers will vary, depending upon air-
lines and routes selected.

A-11b Answers will vary.

A-13 camt
= Cost per mile.

Miles

A-15b Answers will vary.

1 I

BACKGROUND NOTES

(For.Cards B)

1. Have only one student write each letter. Re-
plies can be posted on the bulletin board for
easy reference, but they should also be shared
and discussed in class.

2. The map reading is a simple worksheet and stu-
dents shouldn't require individual help.

3. (a) The measuring wheel is easy to assemble
and to use.

(b) Only one student can use the measuring
wheel on the large map atone time; two maps
would speed up th1N activity and possibly
students could work in pairs.

4. This activity is &alf-explanatory. If'a mdleagp
chart is available, it would be interesting to
see haw close the measuring wheel comes to the
actual distance. You mkeit discuss "horizontal"
and "vertical" bar graphs-for clarification.'

5. The tables here are only approximates and if
_the "ratio" idea seems conftsing, see if it is
more meaningftl for anyone to use the following:

Wen changing meters to yards, use
meters x 1.1 .i.yards.

Wen changing yards to meters, use
yards t 1.1 = meters.

Wen changing liters to quarts, use
liters x 1.06j= quarts.

When changing quarts to liters, use
quarts 1.06 = liters.

vfl u of DML



It i suggested that two studenta make the
OL)ne calls in the event that one may lot:
absent the following day, or that one may
forget. Discuss the comparison of the two
sets of data and decide which to use. It
would be enlightening to note the diff-
erence between one whitewall tire and one
blackwall. Thismay be of more interest to
che boye than the girls. However, due to
some poor business practices, it is advis-
able that girls know more about car problems
and parts so as not to be so vulnerable to
these poor business practices.

7. These activities are self-explanatory and
no individual help should be required. It
is merely interpreting the data from work-
Sheet B-6a . If anyone discusses a
front-end alignment, ask him to inquirl-
about the cost, how often it should be done,
arc' incorporate this into the tire cosi.

9. (a) Have two students do the telephoning.
These Should be different students than
those who did previous telephoning or writ-
ing letters so that these "involvements" are
shared. Some stations don't charge a labor
fee for changing oil, but an auto Shop al-
ways does. This can be injected into your
discussion. Decide which set of data is to
be used, write it on the chalkboard and keep
it available on the bulletin board (an actual
sample included on 'PG 7. )

9. This reviews averaging and applying the data
from 8(a) and shou10. require no help.

10. For some cars, it is recommended that th,.
oil be changed more often than 6,001) ndle::.
Have the students inquire at home and ii-
cuss whether thr-?.v wint to change oii men.
often, then adjt the work5heet oper-ition

accordingly (when finding the cost per
mile).

The 16 miles per gallon is only suggestive;
if someone feels another amount Is more ade-
quate, use it, but have everyone adjust the
worksheet.

This is just applying data from worRsheet B-8.
The protractor must be cut out for use in
making the circle graph, .It might help for
each expense to be expressed as a "fraction
of the whole expense", then find that fraction
of the 3600 for each segment of the graph.

4
12. These figures are only suggestive. If some-

one wishes to find out from a reliable author-
ity about what these figures should be, this
would be motivating. How powerful the engine
is determines a great deal what the miles-per-
gallon are. The boys who are interested should
be allowed to Share their interest and knowledge.
No help should be necessary to complete the
activity.

13. There is a wide variation in the motel' rates.
To help interest, allow the students to make
their own choice of a motel, particularly if
they want one with a heated pool. However, for
grading worksheets. it would be convenient if
after some discussion the whole class could
choose the same motel.

14. A brief discussion of dinner menus (favorites) and
prices would add to the decision of a standard
price for dinner. This worksheet can then be
done independently. The standard price you choose
for motel and dinner should also be written on the
chalkboxrd and posted on the bulletin board.

This is just applying data from #114. The circle
craph is not new.

a '73 U of



B-2 4 miles

B-2a. 1. 2

2. 4, 8
3. 50 infthes

4. No
5. 2.5
6. Via Seaton
7. 6 miles
8. Greenville and Central City
9. Troy, Webley, Greenville

B-3a. 3 inches, 300 ulle,s

B-4a. 1. 1.5 inches
3 inches
.75 inches

2. 200 miles
4.5 inches = 450 miles
3.75 inches = 375 miles

3-6. Answers will vary.

B-5b. 1. 400 meters
550 yards

2. 1.6 km.
1600 meters
1.6 km.

3. 100 106
)

6
4. 4-- 84

25 ' 5

5. 10
11 ' 11 ' '11

(
ANftWE BEET

(Section B)

TCr 7

B-6a. Answers will vary.

B-7a. Answers will vary.

B-8a. Answers will vary.

Price List (An Actual Sample)

11

Station Reg. Gas
1 gal.

Prem. Gas
1 gal.

Oil
1 qt.

Oil
4"ilter

Oil Change
& Lub.

A I 400 444 800 $4.75 $3.00

38.90 42.9t_ 850 $4,50 $2.00

Total 78.90 86.90 $1.65 $9.25 $5.00

Averag 39.50 '43:50 '82.50 $4.63 $2.50

B-94 410. Addition and division

13-11a. Answers will vary.

B-12. 240 miles

B-13a. Answers will vary.

B-14a. $4 and $5.40
Remainder will -Vary dependent upon choices.

B-1 a. Answers will vary.

(i
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Nov BWAGROUND.NOTES

(For Cards 0

1-5. The enrichment worksheets are self-explana-
tory. C-5 resporiseqone student only should
write) could be shared on the bulletin bciard
as well as discussed in class. C-4 should be
great for reinforcing learning of coordinates
in the Cartesian cooriinate system in two.
dimensions, Students who work steadily should
bi rewarded with a game, but beAware of those
who hurriedly finish - just to play. The
commercial measuring wheel is available from
the' agent of McGraw Hill.

6. Rate times time equals distance r x t d,
formulae ubed in solving simple algebraic word
problems.

7. Student makes up his own scale to find dis-
tance between points, it given one distance
on a map Where the cities are closely approx-
imated to the actual ones.

8. More on converting scales. If a scale is to
be useful, it must be proportional; if it is,
then the scale can be shown to be.a straight
line with the same slope at any point. Teach-
ers may need to clarify or present.different
definitions of slope.

9. Crossword puzzle game involving the use of
coordinates.

C

C-3.

ANSWER SHEET

(Section

ii November
2. August
3. August
4. November

$1,00
$2.00

1 hour
1 hour 24 minutes

C-71). Answers will vary, dependent upon
which method is chceen.

C-8a, a) 1 mile
.5 inches
4 miles
6 miles
2 inches

b. A straight line.

© '73 U' of DML



C -9b

41

ACROSS

1. Philadelphifa

U.N.

3, Vermont

4. El Paso

5. Des Moines

6. Iowa

7. San Diego

8. Illinois

9. Atlanta

10. Mon

ANSWIMS

RiJ

1)D

E 11.14 0 N
L P.A S

.E S
B P A

A

ANDIiG
A

L L
A LANTA 0

X S L E M O N

Li

TG - 9

DOWN .

.1. Phoenix

2. Angeles

3. Arizona

4. Tampa

5. Boston

6. Austin Tx

7.. Dallas

8. Tucson

9. One

10. Sam



4

ate

s's

1. A circle = degrees?

2. 2 = of 6?

3. 1 meter =

, How much do you think a set of radial tires (size 078 x 14)

would cost?

What would you guess it costs to driVe your family automobile

per mile?

A6'
6. What do the food costs per day amount to per perlion while

traveling?

7. If you must go 1206 miles and the plane fare is $210, what is

the cost per mile?

"9

11171MciDMV



Mom

Travel A-1

v

To make references easier, mmp-makers sometimes WM imaginarv horizon7

tal and verral lines to divide up the global earth.

The horizontal (-) lines are called parallels of latitude and the

vertical (f ) lines are called meridians of longitude. These lines may

be expressed either in demon (°) or in time.

On A-la, are the lines in degrees or in time? Where is this information

located on the map?

".

Mb
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041IN Travel

all

A-2

On map A-2a, find the seven cities listed on sheet A-2c. First find the.

parallei line (latitude) corresponding to the city, then find the meridian

line (vertical) corresponding to the same city. Since cities may not-lie

exactly on two lines, ygu may have to estimate.

Put your answers on A-2c.

)

-

A
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Travel
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Iwo"

- Travel A-2h

Insiead of having two columns on the worksheet for your answers for

card A-2 you could use only'one column, column.q. Since the parallels

are in column'A 11.nd the meridians in column B, you could use coordligki4

l'Ors (LI) where A and B have the definite order of the parallel first,-
a comma: the meridian, then all enclosed in parenthesis.

In the space provided on A-2c, put the seven cities° parallels and

meridians so UV the cities can be expressed as coordinate pairs.

Another name fdr coordinate pairs, sometimes Aalled cdozdinaies. is

"ordered pairs". r

'73 U Of DML
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Travel A-2c

,

.
,

,

C.

City
Parana
Degrees

Meridian
Degrees

As Clocadthate
Pairs

1.
New Orleans.
Louisiana

,

2,
San ?ranoisoo.
California

,

.

°

Anchorage,
Alaska

.

. . . .

.. .

4.
%Seattle.

Washington
.........

Owe ..i

5.
London
Ling./Al

al. - .0 .110 .

6.
Julianehi. tb.

Greenland

7.
Monrovia.
Liberia .

-".............. earrtf
.

,

4,

'73 U of DM1



Travel A -.3

A number line has zero, negative and positive numbers going on in-

finitely in both directions, as indicated W the arrows. The pocket

contains two number lines. Lay the number lines on top of each other,

then rotate the postive end of the yellow number line up from its

straight position to the left, keeping the 'zero of the yellow line
e

aver the zero of the pink line. (Use a thumb tack or pin at the zeros,

if necessary.) Rotate the lines to form a cross with four right angles.

With the lines in this cross position, use them to answer the questions

on A-3a.

410

love

4t4i,

a

.16

© '73 U of UML



Travel

Li

A.4

The x and y axes in the cross.position make asp a coordinate pla40. In

this positfon;'the plane is divided up into four parts called Quadrants,

as in the sketch where the Roman numerals represent the four quadrants.

f.

IT

If the coordinate pairs of a point are both positive (x is positive,

and y is positive), the point is in the I quadrant. Using this as a

hfnt, answer the questions on A-4a.

5

9
C '73 U of DML



Travel A-4a

1. In what quadrant is a point where x is positive and y is negative?

2. In what quadrant is a point if x is negative and y is positive?

3. In what quadrant is a point if x is negative and y is negative?

4. Quadrant and quadrant axe the two quadrants where x and y have

'like signs.

5. If x is zero and y ie positive, between whioh two quadrant* is a point?

6. If y is zero and x is negative, a point is between quadrants and

7. If y is zero and x is positive, between which two quadrants is a point?

.;3. If x is zero and y is negative, the point is between quadrants and

AZ 73 U of DML
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Travel
A-3c

Examples City Coordinates

Denver (12, ]1)

If a city lies on the y-axis, what must

If n. city lies on the x-axis, what must

the x-coordinate be?

the y-coordinate be?

73 U of DML



Travel A-6

Place grid A-6a over map A-6b no that thd grid's origin corresponds to

0
1

on the map. Determine which parts of the axes are negative and which

are positive, then find the coordinate pairs for the 14 cities indicated

with an asterisk on the map, The results ahould go on

Now move the grid's origin over to the right so that it coincides with 02

on the map. Determine and record oniAid6c the coordinate pairs for this

position.

Do the coordinates vary depending on the origin? Why or why not? Can

you make any conclusions about the position of the origin?

4111wor,

are

'a of DML
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Travel A-6c

A B
-.)

City Coomdinatss at
Original Position 2nd Position

1. ,

2.

3.

4..

c,.

6.
,

7.

-,
8. ,

a.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

,

,,g1730c4DML.
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Travel A-7

In a current Atlas, almanac or other reference, find the ten largest

cities in population in the United States. List the cities in descend-

ing order; that is, the most populated first.

Record the cities, the population, and the reference used along with

the year of the reference on A-7a.

Round off the results of the population to the nearest 100 thousand:

Put this information under (B) on A-7a.

.0

'73 LI of DML



Tavel
A-7a

li %UV

City

(A )

Actual Population

(13)

Population rounded
to nearest 100,000

.........

1.

2,

1,

4,

5.
.

6 .
,

7.

A.

9. _
10.

References,

Year,

'73 U of DML



Travel A43

Estimate the distance from Denver to ihe five cities listed on A-8a.
Use 1411 p A-8b. Write your answers on A-8a under

Using table A-8c, find the air mileage from Denver to the same cities,
Record these mileages on A-.8a under B.

This table should give better results than your estimates. Does it?

Why or why not?

gi) 73U of DML



Travel A-8a

Cities

1. Atlanta

2. Boston

3. Memphis

4. Seattle

5. San Diego

Miles from Denver

Intimated - A (rActual
-)BA

rou Table -8e)

411
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A-8c
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Travel A-9

Use a bar graph to Show the actual air mileages from Denver to the

five cities on A-8a. Let the x axis represent the cities and the y axis

represent the miles. You will have to determine how to divide up the

y axis for the miles.

Grapti on A-9a.

14
© '73.0 of DML
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'Travel: A-9a
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Travel A-10

iCall or write two dif erent airline companiem and find the one-way plane

fare to five cities from an airport near your home. Ask for cost of

first class, coach, economy, stand-by, and other.

Compare the cost of different type tickets.

Compare the two different airlines.

Can you conclude anything?

A
4 t)

.4--
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4

COKPARING CIASSICS

A-10a

_

Cities lat Clan Coach 1 bowery Stand-by Other

1,

Airline
'--- Co, #1

Airline
Co, #2

,

2.

_

Airline
Co. 01
Airline
Co. #2

3.

Airline
Co. #3.

Airline
Co. #2

4,

Airline
Co, #1
Airline
Co, #2

.

._

Airline
Co. #1
Airline
Co. #2

4
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Travel A-11

Using a bar graph, show the firet-class fare! then next to it, the coach

fail; for each of the five cities on A-1044 Use the graph provided on

A-11a.

How much of the first class fare for either airline can be save& travel-

ing by coach? First estimate froin the graph on A-11a, then compute using

the data from A-10mo Space for answers is provided on A-11b.

What perceNht (t) of the first-class fare can be saved by traveling in

coach, using the actual fares? Record the answers on A-11b.

44
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Travel A-11b

k City
Arrows.

Estimated
Amount Saved

,..---.4.-------

Actual
Amount Saved

Actual
% Saved

.

.............

.
..........,

3.

,.
...r.....-...-

,

-.....
4.

5.
.

an.
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Travel .A-12

Make a line graph of the one-way fares (first class) to the five cities

you listed on A-11b.

Graph the coach one-way fares, using a different colored psncil. Use

the graph on A-12a.

Can you conclude aaything about or from these graphs"?

What do you think would be somecict the advantages and disadvantages in

flying first class?

c7
G '73 U of DML
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Travel A-13 7

)

Find the cost per mile traveling by first class and by coach, from the

airport near you to the cities listed on A-10a. You may need to refer

to table A-8c. The / represents per.

Record the results and fill in the additional information on A-13a.

Can you summarize a,way of determining the cost per mile in a formula?

What would it be?

5.3
P, of DK



' Travel A-134

r

., Cit y

.

..-
.

Miles from
Denver

lit Class
Cost from

Denver

Coach Cost
from Denver

let Class
Cost/mile

Coach
Cost/mile

.

2.
.

3.

,

jJ

4 '73 U of DML
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Travel
A-14

Use A-11a and construct a horizontal bar graph of the coath cost per
mile to each of the cities listed.

Determine the divisiona for the coot per mile. Use A-14a.

Is the cost.proportional to the distance traveled? That is, is the cost
per mile about the same for each city?

Ie it alwayltrue that the greater the distance, the more the fare? Can
you find any exceptions?

What could be some of the advantages and/or disadvantages an airline would
have in flying to a larger city as compared to a smaller city?

O. '73 U of DWIL
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4
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Travel A-15

If.a plane can average 500 mi./hr., could you estimate how long it would

take in hours and minutes to arrive at the cities you listed an A-8a?

Put your answers on A-15b.

If you leave the airport near.your city at 8100 a.m. and go to each of

the cities listed on A-8a, what is the local time upon arrival at each

city? Use the time zones on map A-15a.

© 73 U of DMI.
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, Travel B-1

Did rou know that there are 115 youth hostels in the United States where

you can stay for about $2 per night, if you are a member? 'Write tos

American Youth Hostels, Ino.
20 W. 17th Street
New York, NY 10011

requestings

(1) an application form

(2) Titrobership rates

(3) -6egulations

(4) locations of hostels in the U.S.

(5) information about training for guides (a possible free trip)

(6) schedules of hosteling tripe in and outside of the U.S.

'73 U of DML
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Travel B-2

When you travel by automobile, it is important to know how to read a
msp. The legend helps you to read one. It has a diitance scale of
1/4 inch 1 mile, 1 inch miles.

,

See hpw well you can read the map on B-2a and fill in the blanks.

Measure the mileage scale first.

0 '73 U of DML



Travel

Here is a map of part of a make-believe state.

Is?

1. The scale in miles is

LEGEND
Exp1.t.sivic4y- .., rc

r,r1J\

Uhtier CO110%10'10)

SC/ALE I NI ft LES
3 1- 5

(..)) roj

L-n-'

miles per inch.

e-

2. Greenville is inches from Central City; therefore, it is
really miles,

3. If you lived 100 miles from Central City, how many inches would that
be on the map?

4. Is your map large enaagh to show your home?

5. How many miles of road are under construction?

6. Suppose you cannot travel on a road that is under construction. What
route would you take from Sayville to Central City?

7. 4ibout how far would that be in miles?

8. What cities does the expressway go through?

411
9. What cities does the main road go through?

© '73 U of DML
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B-3

Assemble the measuring wheel, B-3a, or use a commercial measuring

wheel, If one revolution of the measuring wheel is 1-1/2 inches, what

distance does two revolutions cover?

Using a map scale of 1 inch 100 miles, how many miles would two

revolutions cover?

73 U of DML
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B-311

Measuring Wbeel

1. Cut out A and B.

2. Cut out and remove all shaded areas.

3. Fold on all lines
a. solid lines first
b. dotted lines

4. Wit41 a pin make holes at the four
dots.

5. Assemble as shown.

E3

9 <-

00
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B-4

Choose a place on your United4States road map where you would like(to

spend a vacation. Looking at the map legend to get your mileage scale,

.estimate, without measurtng, what the distance would be in miles.

Remember, we never expect an estimate to be exact, Record this on

worksheet 13-4alquestion 3. Now use the measuring wheel to measure the

distance, record it, then convert it to miles on the same worksheet.

Now, using a horizontal line, graph

(1) your estimate of the distance 1344a, question 3

(2) the actual distance.

,

17.

C.`
f)

0'73 U of DML
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B-4a.

1. Place the measuring wheel on the line below, with the armow on the
starting point. Tgrn the wheel along the line one complete rwolu-
tion and mart the nd point.

start

Now measure the distance with your ruler.

one turn go inches

two turns inches

one-lhalf turn alg' inches.

2. If your map wale reads 1 inch m 100 ailes,

2 inches miles

3 turns m inches m miles
>,

24 turns inches miles.

3. Your estimated distance in miles from your city to your chosen city
is

4. (a) turns of the measuring wheel will determine the distaace

110 in question

(b) Convert thia to inchesl i.e., (turns) x (inches/turn) inches.

(c) Using your answer to 4b, convert this distance to miles; i.e.,
inc4es x miles/inch gm miles.

5. If there is some other way,such as adding up distaaces =using a
mileage chart, find the actual mileage, (If not, omit #5)

6. What is the difference between your estimata and that obtained with the
measuring wheel?

73UofDML



Travel B-5

In the event that we may sometime convert to the metric system, which

is based on our decimal system and is easy to learn, would you know how

a-few basic units compare to our current measuring system? Using the

scales and comparisons on B-5a which are approximates only, complete

worksheet B-5b.

fAZ 73 U of DML
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METR1 C SYSTEM UN ITS

INCHES

CFNT I METERS

DEC IMETER = .1 METERS

1 CENT 1 METER METERS

1, 14 ILL METER 17--- .001 METERS

1 METER = 1:1 YARDS

1 L ITER = 1.06 QUARTS

1000 GRAMS "l K ILOGRAM

1 K I LOGRAM 2.2 POUNDS

© 73 U of DML



Travel

1. One meter . 1.1 yards

Ten meters . 11 yards

Since 10 and 11 are easy numbers to work with,
10:11 when converting meters to yards. We can
to make it easier still and our formulas ymuld

.11
meters x . yards

10
10

yards x . meters
11

Now can you convert these distances:

440. yards . meters

500 meters'. yards

B-5b

we can use them as a ratio
express this as a fraction
be meters.

2. European road distances are measured in kilometers instead of miles.

1 kilometer . 1000 meters

It:JO() meters = kilometers

one mile . 1760 yards .

WINII01

meters

kilometers

3. 1 liter = 1.06 quarts

100 liters . 106 (=parts

We can express this as a ratio 100:106.

Can you form the fraction you puld use to make the following conversions?

liters x . quarts

quarts x . liters

L. 1 gallon . liters

If your car holds 20 gallons of gas, how many liters is that?

1AX) grams . 1 kilogram . 2.2 lbs.

f-o 10 kilograms = 22 lbs.

'hat 1:: the ratio of kilograms to lbs.?

ghat the conversion fraction used in changing kilograms to lbs.?

It L; the reciprocal that we use to change lbs. to kilograms or

if y.-)ur tires need 20 lbs. of air each, how many kilograms of air is this?

t. Usine, a bar graph, ohow how (1) a pound compares with a kilogram and (2)
a mile c:Jimares with a kilometer.

awania,

© '73 U of DML



Travel B-6

Suppose your family is taking a vacation by automobile and you need a new

set of tires. Telephone three places Where you cam buy tiresi i.e., a

large department store, a service station, and a tire firm. Ask their

price and the mileage expected for the following types of tire in size

G78 x 14s

1. radial tire

2. bias ply tire

3. belted bias tire.

De sure to get a breakdown of the prices (federal and local tax) and record

these on worksheet

NOW you have three different prices of a radial tire, bias ply tire, and

a belted bias tire. Add the three prices for each kind of tire and find

the average pAte. Record this on worksheet B-6a.

Now fini the cost per mile for one tire and record this on worksheet

also.

:"
© '73 U of DML



Travel 3-6a

size
G78 x 14

Dept.

Store
Price

Service
Station
Price

Tire
Company
Price

.

Radial tire

Federal tax

Local tax

Total
Average
Price

Miles
Ex.-cted

Cost/
Mile

Bias ply tire

Federal tax

Local tax

Total
Average
Price

Miles
Expected

Cost/
Mile

Belted bias tire

Federal tax

Local tax

,

Total
Average
Price

Miles
Ex.-cted

Cost/
Mile

© '73 U of DML



'Travel B-7

Usually you get only What you pay for, yet there is a great deal of differ-

ence in the prices of tires. Using your average price for each kind of tire

from worksheet B-6a, find the cost oft

a) four radial tires

b) four bias ply tires

c) four belted bias tires.'
c\

_
Using a vertical bar graph and your own scale, dhow the cost for a, b, and

c on worksheet B-7a.

Using the cost per mile for one tire on worksheet B-6a, find the cost per

mile for four

a) radial tires

b) biaq ply tires

c) belted bias tires.

Show this on a horizontal bar graph on worksheet B-7a.

'73 U of DML
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a

B-7a

a

Cost of tires (4) Axaph

NNW 11111111111111111111111111111
11101111111111111
1111111111111111111NMI= 111111111111111
111111111111111111 MI Milllunkann NEEmouniumaii
1111101111111110mm Mt

Cost per mile graph

, 4
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Travel

As a part cf your motoring expenses, you need to know a variety of costs.

Telephone two service stations for the following prices&

1. One gallon of regular gasolin.i/

2. One gallon of premium gasoline

1. One quart of oil

4. Or. oil filter

5. La ,or charge for the oil change, and cost of lubricating the

ne essary parts.

Record this information on worksheet B-8a.

© '73 U of DML
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B -8a

Regular Gas
1 gea.

Premium Gas
1 gal.

Oil
1 qt.

Oil
Filter

Oil Change &

Lubrication
Station A

Station B'
,

Total

______:-----------..
Average

* (a) Oil change, 5 qts.

(b) Added oil,,2 qts.

* (c) Cost of oil filter

* (d) Ccet of lubrication

(e) Total cost

(f) Cost per mile

(g) Ccet per mile

*Oil should be changed every 6,000 miles, along with a new filter.

Car should be lubricated every 2,000 miles.

© '73 U of DMI.



Travel B-9

If one service station charges 4010 per gallon for gas and another charges

42t per gallon, what is the average of the two prices? What two funda-

mental operationsdid you use to get your answer? Using the prices you

recorded on worksheet B-8a, find the average of two prices for the

followings

1, One quart of oil

Ofl-. oil filter

3. One oil change and lubrication

4, One gallon of premium gasolire

5. One gallon of regular gasoline.

Record these on worksheet B-Ba. If your average price includes a fraction

of a cent, use the next 4nole cent.

,C0 '73 U of DMI.



Travel B-10

Most cars ahould.have the oil changed every 6,000 miles and you may have

to add some oil in between changes. If your car requires five quarts of

oil and you had to add two quarts, what is the total cost oft(using the

average price from worksheet)

1. oil in change

2, oil added

3. oil filter

4. labor and lubrication.

This takes care of your oil needs for 6,000 milelk What is the cost per

mile? Record your answers on worksheet B-8a , line (f).

Suppose you get 16 miles per gallon of gasoline. Using your average price

per gallon for regular gasoll,-ne from worksheetB-8a, what is your cost per

mile for gasoline? Record this answer on worksheet B-8a, line (g).

© '73 U of DML



Travel B-11

Using the cost per mile fors

1. four radial tires from worksheet B-7a

2. oil from worksheet B-8a, line (f),

3. gas from worksheet B-6441ine (g),

what is the total cost per mile for tires, gaa, and oil? Record this

on workaheet B-11a.

Using a circle graph, show how much of the cost per mile is for:

s) gas

b) oil

c) tires

from the data on worksheet B-lla. Remember a circle haa 3600.

<

r'/
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Oost per aile for four radial tires

Cost per silo for oil (filter I lubs)

Cost per mile for gas (regular)

Total cost per mile
.11.illE11111111

oorrprolloi

1)

At-

____11111111111111111 11111 lain lint

B-lla
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Travel

Stopping and starting in city driving cuts down on the number of miles

per gallon you get.

If you get 12 miles per gallon while city driving, how many miles can

you expect to get from a 20-gallon tank of gas?

ci
73. U of DMI.



Travel B-13

0).

From the motels and rates chart, choose a motel with accommodations for

four.

(a) Enter this on worksheet B-13a.

(b) One quarter cf this amount is the coat per person.

(c) At the same motel, find the rate for one person travelling

alone. Enter that amount on worksheet B-13a.

(d) Using a vertical bar graph, show how (b) compares teS (c).

'73UfDML



(a) Motel accommodations for four (one night).

(h) One quarter of this amount is

(c) Motel accommodations for cne person travelling alone is

(d) By means of a 7ertical bar, show (b) and (c).

MINIMMOMM
MINIMMOMMOMMOMMO

OMMOMMOMMEMEMEM
MINIMMIUMMEMOMMMIN
MINIMMINIMMEMEMEMM

IMMOMMMOMMEMEMMEM
MOMMINIMMOMMMOMMEM

MIMMMINIMOMMEMMOI
ME OMMINIMMIIMMEMM
IMM SMOMMEMMOMMII
MEMOMMINIMMIIMMEMM
11111111117111111111111111111111111

MOMINIM MMOIMMONIMM
MEM MMINIMMOMM
MMUMMINIMMOMMOMINMUM MMIMM

B -13a
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IN SEASON RATES
ONE ROOM

(Effective Dates)
One

Person
Two Persons Two Persons Three

One Bed Two Beds Persons

UTAH 255

S EAVER (Ceatirsood)
Sleepy Loreert Metel 17 units

5/15-9 15 12.00 12.00- 14.00 13.00- 17.00 17.00- 18.00One-hail mi of US 91 Spacious grounds. Attractively furnithed units; air
TV. comb or shower baths Suit new units Phone (1501) 438-56111. BA, MC.

1CKNILL 03471 Si-264
S4IfIgw Motel 18 units

5-1.10 1 7.00
Center on SR 24 Attroctively
Phone :801) 425-3821 BA. MC

Rrituulura 6 u in to p m owners about $i Su to $.3
BLANDING 184511)-2,2S0

10.00 1200.
decoroied units, A/C. comb

Ceerserey Mehl 33 units
8A) Ail year

f side on SR
6'5 3531 BA

Four
Person:1

Very 0441
16.00- )0.00

cooling or A/C;

Verry Geed
14.00 16.04

Daihs One efficiency kitchen.

Good7.00 11.00- 9.00 10.00- 1100 12.00- 14.00 12.00- 14.00
47 Comfortable units, most A/C, TV, some phones, shower baths Phone (801)

BLUFF 84512,
RercegIfiit, 1.e4se 10 Umts GoodAil year 6.00-- 11.00 0.00- 1.00 10.00- 12.00 11,00- 13.00 14.00-- 16.00W side on SR 47 Air cooling, shower baths Two kitchens, $1 xtra Restaurant opposite.eated Piayground Laundry Geologist-guided tours, one-day rivr trips. Airport pickupser,,ce Pets Phone t801i 672-2281 BA

soupcnco. .84010H-27,853
Breffee's Seeteo4 Coes-. on US 91, midway between Solt Lake City & Ogden at 1385 S 500 WestQs St A C Pleasant dining atmosphere Dinners about $2 70 to $7.25. Chtidten's menu Open 11rtl to (0 pm closed Sundays Phone (801) 295.7384
8RIGIrfaM CITY i843021---14,007
Ray "lew motel 30 unit,; Very Good.) I I1) I 9.00- 10.00 11.30- 12.00 14.00- 13.00 15.00- 16.00 16.00- 17.00S s.de of US 59 & 91 at (167 S Main Attractively furnished rooms, A/C, TV, most color,

CI Ph shower troths Pool Phone (801) 723-8511 AE, BA. CB, DI, MC. Member Friendship Inns
Weerward No Motel I7 uniti

"; c '1f (enter ot 50 N Moir, St Neotly furnished units. air TV. phones. ICIG11.

10.00 12.00 14.00- 16.00 14.00- 17.00 .

sh c)tht Phone r1301i 723-8584 BA. CB. MC, AO. PH Member Best Western.
IRIGHTON
Mr. 0-r 75 tin.ti

Al: yeor 12.00 1600 16 00C. mt, ar sh ,wer baths Some dormitory rooms shore bath, $5 to
Kir kuQe,

nirsing r.om ond coffee shop meal hours summer 10 a.m to
n m to 7pm dinners about $1 75 to $5 50

Good
.. 22 00 12 00

$6 per person One suite Ski

9 p.m during ski season 9

Silver feet Reetelereet 3 mi w of Brighton. 12 fn from mouth of Big Cottonwood Canyon. Beoutl-em serf:NI Large, nice dining -oorn with fireplace Coffee shop Dellciously served food Opent-, 10 o rn Sundari to 8 p rn Dining room closes at C p m in winter months Closed Aprilr,, Mos, I Ph(.00 ;801) I 649 955;
B RYCE CANYON NATIONAL PARK
B ryce Conifer Pines 10 unitt

!SS) IS 8.00-- 10.00 9.00- 12.00 10.00- 16.00 11.00- 16.00 12On SR 12 mi e of summit of Red Canyon, 6 ml from park entrance (P.084159 I Attfoct.vely furnished rooms. some color TV / fireplaces, shower or combw tt.oer,cy no utensils Horses available in season. extra charge Pets. Phone (801AT BA MC
Co Oft... shop 7 et rn to 10 p m dinners about $1 75 to $5

Very Good
.00- 10.00

Pangoitch,
baths. One
834-9280.

Pink Cloffs Mote4 8471" 29 uit% Very Geed6116 i : 5 1 1 15 10.00 14.04 . 16.00 . 18.00 .... 11.00Ar ;et .)t `4 12 & 22, 2 rnt n cf pork entrance Twenty new units in a one- ond two-storyae; I .tro sae hertA two z4notS sae:icily designed for handicapped persons. A/C. TV music,,,,,,,,,et form-, or sho,ref baths. Laundromat Pets Nine -108cely furnished older units. A/C. or air814.5355 M. BA. Dl. MC, MB Member fnorschthip Inns.
et Restauront. 7 a m to 9 30 p m dinners about $2 75 to $5

Rube s inn Very Good12.00- 14.00 12.00- 16.00 16.00- WOO 16.00- 20.00 111.00- 20.00() ',R 12 I mi n of Bryce Ca--on Notional Park entrance (P.0 Ruby's inn, 84764 ) TWO-C ..,,, mute> TostetuIly decytoted roctrns, 4 voth electric fireploces, Phones; TV; comb or showerr (ohs rnOit ektrli-ALee bed: Laundromat Pets Restaurant adjoining, Horseback trips i...yuilabler i oorhy woterfall Phony (B01) 834-5219 AE, BA, MC. TX
Lleltouror.t and cc.ffee shop. mrol hours 7 a m to 10 p m dinners about $2 to $5

CAPITOL REES NATIONAL MONUMENT -
Slarreing Rainbow Guest Ranch 1 orts (A) Very Gelid5 1.11'1 20.0G

1

40.00 . . 14.00'.e.i uried goeSt ranch olong Pluasant Creek, 11 mit $ of the Visitor Center, in a picturesque(+orb, settinij (PC) Box 93, Torrey, Utah 84775 j Tastefully furnished units A/C and air cooling,r,mt, Ca' shower htiths. Delicious family-pion mews Guided WW1{ OPen May I tO NOV. 1Ph.,ne ions; distance operator Moab. Utah cyo.onge. osk fur J. 74167
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Travel B-14

The mote/ rates, chart includes some dinner prices but no breakfast and

lunch prices. If each member of a family of four pays $1 for breakfast

and $1.35 for lunch, how much does breakfast and lunch for four cost?

From the prices liated, chooee a dinnor price and total breakfast, lunch,

and dinner for four people. If your tip is 3.0%, what is the cost of

meals and tips for one day? Record your answers on worksheet B-14a.

© '73 U of DML



(a) Breakfast for one is $1.

Breakfast for four - 4 x $1

(b) Lunch for one person is $1.35.

Lunch for four perso- - 4 x $1.35 ow

((7) D1nnr mnr-one person is

Dirrior for tour persons - 4 x

oi) '1 lon 1 r fnr four pPrsons for one day

(,-) (d) to cover tips

f) (.70r* ()f fieal. and tips =.

B-14o.

© '73 U of DML



Travel

1. Transportation

a) cogt per mile -( room worksheet B-11a)

b) cost per 300 miles

Motrol accommodations for four for one day (from iorksheet B -13a)

"1. Meals for a family af four for one day (from wrocksheet B-14a)

4. Total costs for one cLay (1(b) + 2 3)
aaloo.m

Transp,rtatinn is what percent of the total cost?

M0,-.e1 accommodation is _JC of total.

7, Mc'al'z arr of the total cost.

Show C, t and 7 on a circle graph.

73. P. of DML



Travel C-1

If your water bill is $12 each month, how much should it cost for one

week? (Use four weeks for one month.)

If your food (including groceries, school lunches, and eating out) costs

$200 each month, how much should it cost for one week?

If your rent or house payment is $180 per monta, how much should one

wePk's housing cost?

On worksheet C-la, keep a record for one week of the expenses indicated.

Timpare it to a week's travel expenses by completing worksneet C-la.

r

u of DML



C-IA

One weeks expenses at home

Lodging
Food,

Groceries,
etc.

Transportation
Bus & Car Cost

1. Total expenses

One day's travel expenses (from:worksheet B 15a)

5even days travel expense.

One 4eek's travel expense is how many times as great as one week's
lorlle expenses? (In these areas)

'73 of DML



Travel
C-2

From the temperature averages chart, record the minimum average tempera-

ture for one year for the city of Douglas, Arizona, by using a point

graph and setting your own scale (you might let 1 inch 25°). Join

these points from January through December.

Which month shows the greatest difference between the average high and

the avrage low? Which month shows the least difference?

i.:nter your answers on worksheet C-2b and complete questions 3 and 4.

©TUOtDML



C-2b

1. The greatest difference between the average high and the average low is
during the month of

2. The least difference between the average high and the average low occurs
during the month of

(1) +1
b1) c2

(i) cL cri
cn 0

During the temperature is more constant.

4 During there is wider range of temperatures.

9
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Travel

Food and drink machines are a welcome sight at a service station,

especially if you are just a little hungry or thirsty. If you would

like to see how a simple matrix cam function in'this regard, complete

the accompanying worksheet, C-3a.

.-,

9 '73 U of DML



A service station has three vending

One has candy bars at 100.
Ons has snacks at 150.
One has drinks at 200.

0-3a

machines.

Wo can write these priJes in 4 matrix form

price matrix.

Your family wants two canay bars, 0 snacks,

be written in a different matrix for (2 0

demand matrix.

as followsa

(10

115) and it is/known as a

\20'

and four drinks. This can

4) and it is known as a

You can multiply the demand matrixby theTrice matrix'

10\
(2 0 4) x ;15\ = (2 x 10) + (0 x 15) 4. (4 x 20) = 0 80).

\20 I

If you went hack to the same vending machines the next day and bought one
candy bar, two snacks, And three drinks, you could extend your demand matrix
this ways

101
2 0 4,

x 15
(2 x 10) + (0 x 15) + (4 x 20). ,020 0 80)

! :m.

1 2 3
20/

( 1 x 10) + (2 x 15) 4. (3 x 2) (lo 30 6/

Thesp are your expenditures for km days. If you add another day's pur-
chase at the same machines, can you predict how the product will change?

73 U of DML:



Travel
C-4

Have you ever played the game ...Battleship"? A modified form of this

game offers a fun way to learn to nathe coordinates of a point with

respect to the origin,in a Cartesian coordinate system in two dimension-
al space.

Read your directions and be ready to play az a group or in pairs. In

the case of the latter, use the accompanying score sheet.

© U of DML



C-4a

MODIFIED BATTLESHIP GAME

'This can be played by groups of two or larger.

1. In groups of two, each student has a score sheet, with twelve sets of points

which can represent one quadrant or another, which is determined before each

game starts, rotating to each of the four quadrants an equal number of times.

Directions:

a) One player is the aggressor.

b) The other places three battleships on three locations, each covering

two points.

c) The aggressor names points by their coordinates and records each op his

own "grid". He might say "fire", then give the coordinates of the point.

If his opponent has a battleship on that point, he calls "hit", and the

aggressor records an x on it. If there is no battleship on that point,

the opponent calls "miss" and the aggressor records a 0 on the point.

When a battleship receives its second "hit", the opponent answers "sunk".

d) The aggressor continues to call points until he has "sunk" all three

of his opponents battleships. Then he and his opponent switch roles.

When his opponent who is now the aggressor has sunk his three bat

tleships, one game is completed and the winner is whichever aggressor

sunk his opponent's three battleships with the least number of rounds

of "fire"; i.e., naming the least number of points.

2: When the game is played by the whole class, you need a portable chalkboard

and a large piece of butcher paper. Divide the class in two groups, eacl-

with a "caller". Each group is on opposite sides of the chalkboard. The

chalkboard has two large grids on it. The butcher paper, attached to the

back of the chalkboard also has two grids on it. The game proceeds the

same as for two players, exempt each member of the aggressor group tells the

caller what points to call out, and the caller records the results. Each

group plays two games to determine the winner in the same fashion as two

players.
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*Travel

449

§12.re shYst fpr

Quadrant

,Coordinates of Points

1.

2,

3.

V 5.
6.

7.
a.

9.

10.

11 .

12.

C4b
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Travel .C-5

Write a letter tos

The Vacation Exchange Club
663 Fifth iivenue

New York, N.Y. 10022

for an application fors and meabership rates. (This involves trading

the use of your house for the use of someone else's house and seldom\

is a direct trade.)

Nas

z

073 U of DML



Travel c -6

If a plane must go 350 miles, can average 300 m.p.h., and has a tail

wind of 50 m.p.h., how long.will it take to go the 350 miles? Assume

that the tail wind adds an additional 50 m.p.h, to the spee4.

If a plane's destination is 350 miles, can average 300 m.p.h., and has

a head wind of 50 m.p.h., how lOng will it take to go the 350 milea?

Assume that the head wind has the effect of reducing the eieed of 50 m.p.h.

s.,

'73 U of DMI:
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Travel C=7

If you are given map C-7a and you know that Dallas is approximately 1000

air miles from Salt Luis City, find the following distancess

Seattle 'to Las Vegas

Omaha to San Diego

Houston to Atlanti.

Boston to Chicago-

St. Louis to Buffalo

Memphis to NeW Orleans

Washingta, D.C. to Dallas

Detroit to Chicago

Use any method you want. C-7b has space pruvided for your results.

Compare your results from C-7b with table..A-8c to see how good your die-
,

tences wow.

What method ar methods did you use?

Soo.,

4
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Travel

% FROM
_

TO . DISTANCE
.--

Dallas SaAt Lake Ci.ty . 1 000

Seattle Las Vasas

Omaha San Diego .

Houston Atlanta

Boston' Chicag0
.....

St. Louis Buffald ,

i.ite.a.2.114...nt,

,

New Orleans
\

WashinAton, D.C, Dallas -

1 Detroit _ Cnicago*
, -

.

61,
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Travel

lIf 1/2 inch.on a scale is equivalent ,to 'two miles fill in the follow-

ing bleinks, using

1/4sinch m miles

inch m 2 miles

1 inch miles

1 1/2 inches m1 inches 6 miles. .

Graph the inforiation given above on the graph one

Is the connecting:line

I) a curve, which is notia straight line?

2) a straight line?

%Mows,

1 93

Connect the points.

0 '73 U of DML



a) 1/4 inch im siles

41.1.11.0111111=111.

1 inch I

inches m 2 siles 4

miles

1 1/2 inches miles

inches m 8 miles

b) inches

C-134

(24/2) ,.

2 Riles

,

(,)

miles

u of MAL
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Travel
.1.

Use map C-9a to help solve.the crossword puzzle, by findiilig the

coordinate pairs for the solutions 'across and down.

4

.16

95

011

C-9 .

MN.
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ACROSS

1 The city at (10 1/4, 1 3/4)

(10 2/3, 2 1/3) is the location of
this abbreviated building where top
officials from different countries
meet

3, Name of the shaded state

4. The city at (-4 1/2, 4 1/3)

5. The city at (21 1 1/3)
a) First part of the name
b) Second part of the name

6. State that (2, 1 1/3) is in

7. The city at (-9 4/5, 2 2/3)

8. State that (4 1/2, 1 1/2) is in

9. The city at (6 3/41 3 1/4)

10. The first 3 letters of the state
that (-5 2/3, 4 2/3) is capitol
of.

1 '1

I I I'M P

DOWN

1. The city at (-7 1/3, -2 4/5)

2. The second part of the city
at (-10 1/4, -1 2/3)

3. The state that 1 down and 8
down are located in

4. The city at (a 1/2, -6 1/2)

5. The city at (11 1/2, 3 2/3)

6. The city at (0, -5 1/2)

7. The city at (1/3, -4 1/3)

8: The city at (-6 4/5, -3 4/5)

9. Solitaire (not referring to
map

10. Name (usually a ggy's)

1 (4



Travel

baIlta
(A take -harp test)

Plan a trip from Denver, Colorado, to Seattle, Waahington. Make the

trip from Denver to Seattle by automobile, and the return trip by the

airline of your choic.

Be sure to answer all of the following questions.

When going to Seattle, plan to go by way .of Salt Lake City, Boise, Port-

land, and then to Seattle.

1) What is the distance?

2) What highways would you travel?

3) What do yod estimate the cost of auto expenses to be?

4) What is the cost per mile?

5) What do you estisate the time of travel to be?

6) How much will you need for motel rental?

7) How much will food cost per person?

8) Where do you change time zones?

9) How far will you travel each day?

10) How many miles will you cover each day?

11) If the trip is planned during July, What temperatures may
you expect?

12) Include any other important facts.

Plan to return on the cheapest airline, and buy a coach fare. Include

answers to the followings

1) What airlines fly between Denver and Seattle?

2) What does a coach fare for one-cost?

3) Is' a meal included?

44.What are departure and arrival times?

What is the air mileage?

6) How long does the flight take?

7) What is the cost per mile?

8) How fast will the airplane travel -if it is to be on schedule?

9) How much would it have cost to return Igly first class?

10) Include any other important facti.

Include anything else you may have learned in this unit.



Travel

4011A1
(A take-home test)

Plan.a trip from Denver, Colorado, to Seattle, Washingtcn. Make the

trip from Denver to Seattle by antomohile, and the return trip by the

&Wine of your choice.

Be sure to answer all of the following questions.
.

When going to Seattle, plan to go by way of Salt Lake City, Boise, Port-

land, and then to Seattle.

1) What is the distance?

2) -What highways would you travel? .

3) What do you estimate'the cost of auto expenses to be?

4) What is the cost per mile?

5) What do you estimate the tine of travel to be?

6) How much will you need for motel rental?

7) How much will food cost per person?

8) Where do you change time zones?

9) How far will you travel each day?

10) How many miles will you cover each day/

11) If the trip is planned during July, what temperatures may
you expect?

12) Include any other important facts.

Plan to return on the cheapest airline, and buy a coach fare. Include

answers to the followings

1) What airlines fly between Denver and Seattle?

2) What does a coach fare for one cost?

3) Is a meal included?

4) What are departure and arrival times?

5) What is the,air mileage?

6) How long does the flight take?

7) What is the cost per ails?,

8). How fast will the airplane travel if it is to be on schedule?

9) How much would it have coet to return by first class?

11/ 10) Include any other important facts.

Include anything else you may have learned in this unit.


